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Abstract

Thanks to the recent development of experimental techniques, it has

beco'nle POSSible七o measure the cross sections of the final (n,且) state-

resolved e一ectron capture processes. As for the process of e一ectron capture

by incident multicharged ions from neutral aton!s, many theoretical

calculations have been made uslng Several different methods', for example,
●

● ● ●

lmPaCt Parameter methods uslng molecular basis wave functions, or uslng atomic

basis wave functions, classical trajectory Monte Carlo method. In this Article

a review on the theoy.etical calculations for the process is glVen. A

particular attention is paid to the,9ifferenceof the theoretical methods

applied for the physics governed in the process, for the selective properties

of the capture process and for the absolute values of cross sections from the

practical point of view.



1. Introduction

The electron capture process, ofteLn called charge transfer process, is

or.e of the major prob一ems in atomic cGllision･ physics. The main theoretical

difficulty in treatinq this process arises from the situation that the

unperturbeG Hamiltonian of the system i.S Changed before and after the

collision. The difficulty of such rearrangement collisions is actually solved

by･taking into considellation practica一 situation and by taking proper

approximations for actual problems. Considering that the colliding system in

the initia一 and final states con,sist of two incomlng and two oIJtgOing

particles with some structures, respectively, and these particles are much

heavier than the tr･ansferred particles (electron), the trajectories of the

colliding heavy particles are｡ mainly determined by the two-body (ion-atom)

interactions and is not influenced by the electron transfer process itself.

■

This situation makes it possible to treat the problems uslng the

approximations that divide the process into the following two parts; 1)

relative motion of the colliding par､ticles and 2) their interna一 motion of the

respective colliding particles. Almost all the methods used to treat the

process are approximated basical一y by this concept; i.e., because of the

magnitude of their masses, compared with electron mass, the relative motion

fol一ows a一most the straight line trajectory or slightly curved trajectory in

classical mechanical terminoIQgy, Or P一ane-wave or slightly distorted-wave in

quantum mechanical terminology.王n high velocity collisions this situation

allows us to formulate the problem using the straight-一ine impact parameter

approximation Or Plane-wave Born approximation, meanwhi一e, in 一ow ve一ocity

collisions, it can make the adiabat.ic approximation useful in solving the

prob一em.
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Let us consider the followi.ngelectron captureprocess by a bare ion from

a neutral atom, i.e;,

Aq++B+A(q-1)+(∩,見いB+

Ji･

(1-1)

where (n,且) means a particular hydrogen-like atomic state with the principal

quantum number n and the angular momentum quantum number且. Experimenta一ly

the final atomic state or the final ionic state can be determined by one of

two methods, i.e., ion-energy spectroscopy or photon spectroscopy. If an

electron is captured from B atom to Aq+ ion resulting in the A(q-1)+(n,A)

state, the kinetic energy of A(q-1)+ ion is determined in order to satisfy the

conservation law of the total energy. Thy.ough measurements of the kinetic

energy of A(q-1)+ ion, we can determine the particular (n,見)state (ion-energy

loss/gain spectroscopy). Ⅰf the final state (n,丸)of the electy10n-Captured

ion in eq. (1-1) is the optically allowed excited state, the ion can emit a

photon through the process:

A,(qll)+I(n･,A) + A(q-1)+(n･,且.)+hv (112)

that can be analyzed by X-ray, UV or visible light photon spectroscopy. Owing

t.o the degeneracy Of the energy levels of hydrogen-like ion in the same

principal quantum number n, it is difficult to discrim･:na乞e the angular
●

momentum states by the translational ion e･nergy specty･oscopy. Optical

measurement can only be made'in the case of the allowed excited states and the

accurate measurements of the absolute emission intensities are not easy.

Thus, both types. of the experiments play a complementary role with each othey･.
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When the excited state (nj,.Q)is.in autoioniz,ing state, the ion can emit an

electroll by七he p･rocess

A(q-1)+(n,A) +Aq+(n･,A･)
+ e. (ト3)

By the measurement of kinetic energy of the electron, one can obtain the cross

section for this process.

For low velocity collision, the cross sections are determined mainly by

the level crosslng POints of potential energy curves. Accordingly the

magnitude of cross sections and their behaviour as a function of the incident

velocities are quite case-dependent and the electron capture processes are

considered to occur selectively into a particular (n,A) state. On the other

hand, in high ve一ocity collisions, the cross sections are determined mainly by

the overlap of the momentum distributions between the initial and final states

of the electron to be transferred. They can be treated universally and sonle

unified treatments are proposed to produce the scaling relationship among

vam'ous combinations of the colliding siIStemS. The cross section decreases

rapidly with the increase of the velocity. The final (n, R.) states after

e一ectron capture become non-selective and they distributes over a broad range

of n and且. This can be interpreted that in high ve一ocity collisions the

collision time At becomes short and from the re一ationship of the uncertainty

prjncip-le between the t7'me and energy, the systenl -:an transfer to the state

with the energy difference 下/At.

One of the most important facts in discussion of the finalかState

distribution of electron capture process is the effect of the long range

interaction
bbet轍een

ionsL after collision. Followlng the e一ectron transfer

process frLOm a neutr･al atom to an excited state of mul,ticharged ion shown ,in

eq. (ト1), the energy leve一s of A(q-]･)+(n,且) ions are nearly degenerate with
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those of many angular momentum states of A. If we expand the interatomic

perturbation Hamiltonian in terms of the multipole interaction, the

■

monopole-charge and t†､ansition-dipole ineteraction term is of the lowest order

of the interaction which can change the electronic state of A(q-1)+(･n, A).

The interaction can be written by

･n,pl∑∈i!n,A･,
R~2 (1-4)

where R is the internuclear distance between the bare ion and the neutral

atom･ ∈i(
≡

X･i･yi Or
Zi)thecomponent of the Cartesian coordinate of the i-th

electron centere.d at the nucl･eus of A(q-1)+ ion. Due to the long range

property of the interaction ( ∝R-2), the state-changiTg Process fr･om (∩, A) to

(n, p')
is important and can not be ignored. In the case of the fine

structure transitions in collisions with rare gas atom such as

K(42pl/2) -e + K(42p3//2) + He, (1-5)

the cross section is.f the order.f 100 Å2. considering that the

interaction is of short-range in a transition-dipole and induced dipole

interaction, compared with that in the present case of the charge t:ransfer,

the cr.ss secti.ns relevant t. the transition can be 103 A2 or m.re. In this

sense, the ro一e of the e一ectron translation factor (ETF) is very important to

avoid spurious interactions which appear in the matrix e一ements with the same

center in the usual treatment.

In this Report, fir'stly we introduce and discuss ･some slmPle mode一s for

the electron capture process su･ch as the c一assical over-barriel, mode一 (COBM or

OBM), Landau-Zener mode一. Then we describe the classical trajectory Monte

Carlo (CTMC) method where the co一liding particles and an electron. are treated
'
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in the completely classical mechanical way. The quantum mechanical

probability for finding the system in Lsome particular state which can be

Qdもtermined under the quarltum mechanica一 condition is replaced by the classical

statistica一 prcbebility to find the system in the states which is dT'stributed

●

uniformly ln Phase space under a glVen quantum mechanical condition. The

uniform distribution is obtained by taking physical quantities uslng the
コ

randomization procedure (Monte Carlo method). Then, as one o･f typica一

theoret.ical techniques, the impact paranleter method with atomic basis and that

with molecular basis iゝ introduced and discussed. Further, to check

the a色reement, SOme COmPiled data of the cross sections for the final. state_

resolved electron capture processes by experiments and by theoretical

calculations are compar･ed. In the last chapter, the summary and discussion are

given. Atomic units are used throughout this article unless otherwise

specified.
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2. Simple model

Among many theoretical methods for calculating the cross section of the

electron capture from a neutral aton! by muユti-charged ion> the close-coupling

method provides the most reliable values if we u!e sufficient time and

labor. However, with increasing the ionic charge and complexity of the

electronic structur'e of the collision system, the application of the close-

coupling method encounters considerable practical difficu一ties. While the

simple models such as the over barrier model (OBM) and the multichannel

Landau-Zener model (LZM) do not need much time and effort, they can provide

the qualitatively reliab一e values of the cross sections and are useful to

obtain the general trend of the cross section behavior.

2.1 Over barrier model

Some different versions of the over-barrier mode一s (OBM) ,have been

proposed and applied to electron capture process. In this section, first一y

the OB= proposed by Grozdanovl is described andl then} the one by Ryufuku et

a12. is explained briefly.

Under the adiabatic approximation, Grozdanov trehated the motion of

electron in thel e一ectron capture process from one-e一ectron species by ful一y
l

stripped ions as motion of fluid of non-interacting classical particles

in the fiel･d of two Coulomb centers of charges Zl and Z2･ The electron

capture is considered as the events in which the classical particles go

through surface F. The motion of the classical particles is governed by

the Hamilton-Jacobi equation and the continuity equation.･

∂S/at +H= 0

-6-
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af/at ･∇(tvs/m)
≡ 0 I (2-2)

where S is the classical principal function of Hamilto_nian, H is the

classica1日amiltor?. function, p= VS is the momentum of the 'classical

particle, m is the mass of the particle and f is the spatial probability

density. Introducing the prolate spheroidal coordinふtes (∈,n, ¢) and

separating the variables in equation (2-1), the solution for the classical

principle function s is obtained. This solution iwolves two kinds of

one-dimensiona一 momenta, p(吉) and p(71) , Which are separated completely.

It should be noted that the potential experienced by the electron is also

separated into two one-dimensional potentials, one (V(∈)) is along the ∈

coordinate and the other (V(T!)) is along the n coordinate. Knowing the

solution for the classical principle function and with the help of the

separation of the variables again, the spatial probability density is

obtained from equation (2-2).
'

The obtained formula has been applied to the electron capture where an

electron in the ground s･tate. of hydrogen･ atom (Zl=1) is captured into the

bare ion (Z2=Z)･ The electron energy E and the separa･tion constant A

necessary for the calculation of the transition probab門ity are obtained

from the equation of She quantum mechanical asymptotic expansion.'

･E=-1/2-Z/良

入 こ ZRノ

(2-3)

･ ･ (2-4)

where R is the distance
･betwJeen

the pbare; ion and p･roton. The classically

allowed region for the motion of the electron is bound by two kinds of two
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turnlng POints ∈1,2 and nlI2, Where the momenta Of the electron′ for

one-dimensional motions along the E and ncoord了nates, p(∈)and p(Tl), are

zero, respectively. Initially the two allowed reglOnS are separated

and belong to the bare ion and proton, respectively･ The electron

ca.pture becomes possible by the overlapp10ng Of these reg10nS.

＼

Here n
1,2

are more important than与1,2 for the electron capture process･

Substituting equations (2-3) and (2-4) into the equatllons of momentum, we

obtain

1

nl,2ニー【2(Z-1)
± (R2 -8Z +4)'21/(R

+ 2Z) (2-5)

6

where suffixes 1 and 2 correspond to + and
- in the bracket, respectively.

●

The physical meanlng Of n
1,2

is as fo一lows: From nl
≡

n2, We Obtain

1

Ro ≡

2(2Z-1)富･ (2-6)

This internuclear distance is the maximum distance beyond which no electron

capture is expe?ted to occur･ Thus, the collision process is considered as

follows:

(1) for R'Ro (t<0), the classically allowed region is
-1-<n<-n2;

that is, the

electron is bound to the hydrogen atom.

(2) for R<Ro, the classically a一lowed region is
-1郎1, that is･ the

electron can move around both centers.

(3) for R>Ro(t>0), the
●c-assica-1y

allowed region is nlinil o-15nin2,

depen郎ng on whether or not the e一ectron capture occurs.

Let us define the surface F by the followlng equation:
●
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n
=

nm
=

-2(Z-1)/(R+2Z),
1≦∈1161･ 0≦¢≦2¶ (2-7)

where nm lS the point where the potentia一 V(n) exhibits a maximum･ When
●

R<Ro, the surface F divides the who一e classically allowed volume for

electron motion into two parts: Vl (which is defined by the condition

-1-'n≦nm)a`nd
V2 (which is defined by the condition nm'-n'll)･When

the

(!lectron is 一ocalized in vo一ume VI Or V2, the e一ectron i's considered to

belong to the proton or the bare ion, respectively. We can consider the

event i--hich the e一ectron, loca一ized in the volume Vl, goes through the

surface F into the州ume V2, aS the e一ectron capture･ AsJumng that･ once

the electron is captured by the multiply charged ion, the strong Coulomb

field cf this ion makes the recapture of the electron by the proton

unlikely, the electron captur'e probability per unit tinle is written

w(R) - (2/R2)

∈1
d∈

1 (∈2-1)p(ら) /i:1r_:
(∈2-T12)d∈dn

(∈2-1)p(ち)(ト∩2)p(巾･

(2-8)

The e一ectron capture probability per col一ision with a given lmPaCt Parameter

is found to be

p(b)

-i

1 -

expト(2,v)Ibbow(R)RdR′(R2-b')喜】
for b<R.

(2-9)N

for b>Ro ･
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For ionic charge Z<10, this model is expected to be valid in 'the

intermediate r'ange of 10 - loo key/amu, while the applicability for larger

ionic charge is extended toward lower enE2rgies(i.e., E,0.5 keV/amu for Z望30).

The calculation of the transition probab7'1ity using this mode一 is

}

easier than that uslng the close-coup一ing method or classica一 trajectory

Monte Carlo method (CTMC), but it ･f･s not a spare-time work. Ryufuku et al.2

have proposed more slmPlified OBM. In their OBM, thrc motion of the electron
●

is considered only in one dimension. The motion of the electron isrestricted

to the direction along the internuclear axis between the bare ion

and proton. Using this mode一, the cross section can be written

2

cr
=如Rp

R I

2(Z-1)/[(z2/n芸ト1jp

where

(2-10)

(2-ll)

■

and np is the principal quantum number of the bare ion where the elec~tron is

transferred and is written as follows.I

よ 皇 主

n = [((2Z2. 1)/(Z + 2Z2)‡2】z
p

-10-
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Here the squared by'acket [x] is the Gauss syn]bol to denote taking a largest

integer not exceeding x.

如e have interpreted the OBM for one-electron system. For the cases

where `the target is not hydrogen atom and (or) where the projec･こile
ion is

not bare, the OBM can be applied by uslng the effective nuclear charge.

Recently, some extensions of the 'dbovf_i mentioned slmPlified OBM have been

done by Barany et a13. and Niehausq.

2.2 Multichannel L-1r,dau-Zener mode一

According to the Landau - Zener (LZ) models,6 , the transition

probability between two adiabatic states (1 and 2)tat a

pseudocrosslng at the internuclear distance Rc is glVen by

2

p
=

exp(-2TU12 /vR△F)

wher･e

△F ≡ 【d(Ull -

U22)/dR]R=R
C

d

and the radial velocity at the crosslng POint is

l

vR -

Ⅴ00[1
- Ull(Rc)/E -

b2/R三】富.

(2-13)

l

(2-14) J

(2-15)

Here U12 is the relevant coup一ing matrix e一ement, vの and E are the

collision ve一ocity and energy, respectitv,ely, Ull and U22 are the diabatic
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potential energleS and b is the lnlPaCt Parametbr. The coupling matrix

ele軌ent can be determined by the method discussed by Bates and Moiseiwitch7.

using their method> Salop and OIson8 have presented the analytical formula

for evaluating this matr･ix element. On the other hand, we can also employ

the epplrical formula obtained by OIson et a19･王t must be noted that in
●

derlVlng the Landau-Zener probability two assumptions have been made. The

first assumption is that in the vicinity of the crosslng the
magnitude of the

interaction isconstant･The second is that the diabatic potential energleS, Ull

and U229 aS a function of the internuclear distance are rep一aced by their

tangents at Rc･ Thus,

Ull-U22=Co(R-Rc) Co'0･ (2-16)

For the case where there are on一y two states and a slngle crosslng, the

total transition probability after two transversals of the crosslng region
●

during the collision is approximated by summing over two possible ways of

making the transitions and is glVen by
●

P12 - 2p(1-p)･ (2-17)

In derlVlng this equation, the phases, which are developed along the

trajectories
land

a･re introduced at the crossing pointl,Ohave been

neglected. The total cross section is

OLZ - 2T Ip12bdb -

4TRg[1-Ull(Rc,′E･G(g)

where G(g) is the fol一owing universal function:

-12-
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G(i) ≡ tl00exp(-gX,rltl'-expトgx)-dx′Ⅹ3･
(2-19)

Since this ulliversal functionr has a maximum value of 0.113 at g
= 0.42, the

maximu印Va-ue of the cross section is

O･45?TR喜･
This method has been extc･nded to a multichannel system and applied to

the electron capture by bare ions from hydrogen atom by Salop and 0-son8･

They assumed that the crossings Occur Only between the initial state 0 and
●

electron capture states i (j=1,2,...,N) and that the corresponding crossing

reglOnS are We一l separated from each other. By sunimlng Over the possib一e

paths necessary to make the transition from state 0 to state i, the equation

●

of the total probability for the electron capture to the state 3' is glVen bユ′

pj =

PI P2 -

Pj(1-pj)【1十(pj+1Pj+2-pN)2

+ (pj+1pj+;-p=)2(トpN)2

+ (pj+1･･･PN-2)?(1-pN-1)2 +
･･･

･

p言.1(1-pj+2)2
･ (1-p].1)2] (2-20)

where l<j<N and the transition probabilities p3･ are evaluated using equation

(2-13).

The diabatic crossing distance Rc is glVen by

Rc巴2(Z二1)(Z2/n2- 1)-1, n三Z

-13-
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where n is the principal quantum number of the ch∂nnel concerned･ The LZ

probability (2-13) is app一icable only when both the initia一 and fina一 states

have the same symmetry.･ Since the initia一 channe一 has ;-symmetry, the LZ

probability is app一icable only for the ∑-∑ transition. It is we一l known

that for one electron system in the two center Coulombic field,

among the ∑ states having the parabolic quantum numbers tn, nl,n2, m]

(n=nl'n2'm'1), only the E-state with nl=m=O interacts with the

initial channel by a strong radial coupling.

The multichannel LZ model presented here neglects the electron capture

caused by the rotation of the internuclear axis. This leads to an

underestimation of the cross section in low energy region by a factor of

about two. This rotational mlXlng Was taken into account in the LZ model by

Demkov et alll. Janev et al･12 have proposed the equation of the

multichannel LZ model including rotational mlXlng for the total transition
●

●

probability.

It should be noted that the validity of the LZ model is restricted to
●

the adiabtic energy region. Furthermore, the multichannel LZ model, even

with the rotation of the internuclear axis included, slgnificantly

overestimates the partial cross sections for state ∩ with n<nm, whi一e it

drastically underestimates them for n>nm･ Here nm lS the principal quantum

number where the cross section becomes ma,ximm. Since the ionic states of

n>Z do not cross the initial state, the partial cross section for such

st?tes can not be evaluated by the multichannel LZ model.

One of the physical background that LZ formula can be applied

successfully is the localization of the interaction region between diabatic
■

levels. Usual LZ nlOdel was restricted only to traLnSfer or excitation efffect

due to the radial component of the relative motion. Transitions due

-14-



to rotatior'al'rnotion of the interm･!clear axis durlng atomic collision are

considered i･n the two-state approximation by Russek13･ Rotational coupling

matrix element spreads over a wider range of the internuclear distance,

'because differential operator with respect to the angle of internuclear axis

can be relpaced by the operator of the angu一ar part of e一ectron coor郎nate

in the body-frame. In this case, LZ type formulas are not applicable to

these transitions as they stand. This is due to the peculiar analytical

propertieswhichare different from those of the radial transition. we can

write the total Hamiltonian of a diatomic system as follows:
■

H - -

i;'R2:'･
Hrot ･Hel ･Hcor

where

Hr.t

=一志2忘(志sinO-:i,･志浩】
∫

(2-22)

(2-22T)

pis the reduced
mass of the collision system, Hrot is the r･otational

Hamiltonian of the diatomic molecule, Hel is the electronic Hamiltonian,

and =cor denotes the Coriolis interaction gIVen by

Hcor-&L2-&(L･U･･LU'･

L+=L∈±iLn

∂ ;)
u+=芋- +-i-+L∈cotO･

ao sin〔〉 ∂◎

with

and

-

･1;5--

(2-23)

(2-24)

(2-25)



The angles o and ◎ are the ordinary an･gle variables to defin6 ~the molecular

ax-orientation,
L is the electronic angu一ar momentum vector and LE, Ln and

L; are the components of L in the molecular fixed-coordinate system with the

ち-axis along the internuclear axis and ち and n are perpendicu一ar toち･ In

the radial coupling (usual LZ model) cases･ the eigen states of Hel are taken

as the basis functions and =cor does not appea-r becasue of different symetry･

In the rotational coupling
cases if･we take the elgen States Of Hel + Hrot +

Hcor as the basis function (dynamical basis) ･ the interaction between the

elgen States Can be taken by

_

1i
9-〔R29=)

,

2tlR2aR ∂R
(2-26)

just the same as in the case of radial coupling. By taking dynamical basis

function, the interaction can be confined into small region Of R and LZ

formulas can be taken in a way similar to the usua一 LZ method. This

dynamical basis theory for rotational coupling has been formulated and

extended by Nakamura and his coworkers14,15} and was applied to the case of

Li+ + Na and Na+ + Li collisions16･ It w川be possible to exte-nd this

method for the change transfer probability involving highly charged ions.
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3. Classical trajectory Monte Carlo method (CTMC)

The classical equations of motion for a three-body system interacting

with one another can be solved accurately by means oT- a modern high-speed

computer in contrast to the correspondingOschrodinger equation which is

difficult to solve without any approximate procedurel-3･ Though the

r,elation between the quantal and the classical results has not been

clarified in a rigorous manner, it has been proved emplrically that the
●

classical mechanics glVeS results close to the quantal calculations in such
●

cases as charge transfer processes.

One may suppose that the long-range nature of the Coulomb interaction

is one of the reasons which make the classical TneChanics applicable to those

processes. In fact, the Rutherford scatterlng Cross Section is correctly

glVen by the c一assical mechanics. However, Rutherford scatterlng is a･

two-body problem and we can not extend this finding directly to the

three-body scattering problem because the latter iwolves partly bound

states of two-body subsystems, in which pure quantal effects such as

discretization of energy levels are important. Bransden and Janev4 implies

that the 0(4) 'dynamical symmetry inherent in the one-electron atomic system

and the separability of the coordinates in the two-center Coulomb system are

the reasons of the success in the capture processes between a hydrogen atom

and a multicharged naked ion. Their suggestion is lmPreSSive but we can not

accept it easily because it is difficult to expect that the classical

mechanics abruptlJ′ breaks down as we go further to the prob一ems of t岬- Or

multi-electron systems/

The classical Hanliltonian for a thy･ee-body system is glVen by
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H
-喜【1/mA

+ 1/mc】 pA_c
･ i[1/mB.･ 1/(mA ･

mc)】p孟c_B
+ VA-B + VB-C + Vc-A

(3-1)

whel'e mA･ mB and mc are themasses of the particles A, B, and C,

respectivelyl hand the part of the center-of-mass motion of the whole system

has been excluded･ VA-B, VB-C and Vc-A are the interactions between the

Pairs A-B･J B-C and C-A, and PA-C and PAC-B are the momenta between A and C

and between the pair (AC) and B, respectively. The kinetic energy part can

be expressed in three different forms according to the choice of the Jacobi

coordinates. The classical motion of the particles is described by

rlamilton's canonical equations of motion:

dqi aH dpi ∂H

訂~市立'訂=~5qi
(i=1

-6) (3-2)

where qi and pi are the components of the coordinates and momenta of the

relevant relative motions･ (ql, q2･ q3) represent the coordinates of the

relative m叫on
between A and C and (q4･ q5, q6) represent those between

(AC) and B.

The twelve coupled equations are solved under the randomly selected

initial conditions which simulate statistically the quantum-mechanical

distribution of probability of the particles. The initial internal state of

the target atom is usually represented by the microcanonical ensemble5 in

which the square of the eccentricity of the elliptical orbit is uniformly

distributed. In this distribution the substates belonglng tO the same

binding energy but to different angular momentum quantum numbers (I, m) are

uniformly populated 1'n accor･dance with the quantum-mechanical description,

and the distribution of th'e momentum p st-ummed over the
-substates coincides

-19-



with the quantal one which is obtained by the su【n of the momentu打トSPaCe Wave

function･.

p(p) =8p三/ [T2(p2･p孟)叫】
(3-3)

where pn is the representative momentum related to the elgenenergy En as pn
●

≡

'仁話.
The initial quantum state of the, projecti一e motion is distributed

n

uniformly over the square of the lmPaCt Parameter. This uniformity

しOrreSPOnds to the plane-wave description of the incident wave.

The probability of the relevant reaction is calculated by counting the

number of events classified by the classical e.nergyJelation after the

collision has finish6d. For examp一e, if the energy between the partic一es B

and C

BBC - i[1/mB ･

1/mc】p昌c
+ vB_C (3-4)

becomes negative, the particle C is identified as being､ in a bound state of

particle B, that is, the particle C (electron) is transferred to the

projecti一e B. The cross section for a final channe一 f js given by

of
=

(Nf/N)b孟axT, (3-5)

where N is the total'number of traj･ectories and N･F is the number of the

trajectories for which the e一ectron rem,aims in the state f after th.e

co11ision･ bmax is the maximum impact parameter beyond which no event of

the channe一 f is expected to occur.
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LTh.c
id.eritification of the ato[T'ic internal quantum numbers･(∩,A) is not

so easy because the bind,うng energy and the orbita一 angular momentum cant take

rl.On-integl､al values in the classica一 mechanics. The "quantization‖ of them

is n;ade by regarding the values locating in a certain width centered at a

discrete quantum value as the corresponding one. In the choice of the

boundaries of each width there remains some arbitrariness and ambiguity.
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4. Impact parameter approach

Since the masses of the target atom and the incident ion are large,

compared with the electron mass, the lmPaCt-Parameter approach is applicable
●

to charge transfer processes involving highly charged ions except for those

at energies lower than 100 eV/amu. In this approach the relative motion of

the co一liding pair is treated classically, meanwhile the ir..ternal

(electronic) motion is treated quantum mechanically. As a result the
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Hanliltonian includes the coordinates of the relative motion as ･a parameter

which determines the interaction potential affecting the electron:

H

-一書∇喜一zA/rA
-

ZB/rB
- ZAZB/R

(4-1)

where rA and rB are the position vectors of the electron with respect to the

nuclei A and B, respectively. R is the position vector of B with respect tp

A and is determined beforehand as a function of the time t. In addition the

heavy particles can be assumed to move along a straight-line trajectory with

a constant velocity v if the collision energy is higher than several hundred

electron volts per atomic mass unit:

良(t)=b+vt (4-2)

ヽ

where b is the impact parameter vector.

The Schr8dうnger equation which determines the electronic motion is

given by'

(班 -

i&"(r･t)
- 0 (4-3)

where r is the position vector of the electron with respect to the

coordinate origin. The wave function v(r,t) is expanded as the sum of basis

functions *n･･

N

v(r,t)
-

n…1an(t)中n(r･t)･
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Substitution of eg･ (4-4) into (4･-3)yie一ds the coupled differential

equations for coefficients an as;

iLa=ha , (4-5)

where a is the state vector whose components are the expansion coefficients

(arl)and the overlap matrix i and the interaction matrix h are defined as

S. .

1コ

☆

≡ / Oi(r･t)中j(r･t)dr･

*

- / oi(r･t)(H -

i&)中j(r･t)dr･

(4-6)

(4-7)

Since the internuclear distance R is the function of t and indepenc!ent

of r, it can be eliminated from the Hamiてtonian by the fo一lowing

transformation :

v(r･t)
I

vo(r･t) exp(-ildtfZAZB/R) ･ (4-8)

From the above expression we realize that the internuclear interaction

affects only the phase of the wave function; that is, the transit.ion

probability does not depend on the ip.teraction if the

straうght-一ine trajectory is employed. Keeplng this knowledge in m'nd we
●

often drop the internuclear interaction. However it should be noted that we

must take this phase factor into consideration explicitly in calculation of

the differential cross sections.
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4.1. Atomic orbita.】 expansうon き

When the r-elative velocity between the nuc一ei is-large_r than the

average orbital velocity of the transferred electron, we can expect that the

nature of the electronic wave functions does not deviate slgnificantly from
■

that of the atomic states･ Thus the choice of atomic orbitals (¢n‡for the

basis functions中n ln=equation (4-4) is convenient im'ntermediate or high

●

energy reglpn: ---

中n己¢n(rA) expトient)F
･ (4-9)

where en fs the energy of the state.n and F is the atomic electron

translation factor (ETF) defined as

F -

eXp(ivA,B･
I

･喜vま,Bt).
(4-10)

v and vB are the velocity vect"s of the nuclei A and lB with respect to the
A

coordinate orlgln. If the orlgln is 一ocated on the internuclear笥Xis and
●

●

divides it as p:q (p'q=1) then vA=-PV and vB-qV･ The atomic orbi.乞als
!I
＼

8entered at_different nuc一ei are genera一ly nonorthogonal to each other so

that we must calculate the overlap matrix at each time step. Multiplying

the inverse matrix of s we obta_in
｣二Jtこ

a ≡

-is-l九a.

●

The matrix h is not hermitian but it satisfies

-24-
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i旦=h十- !l-･-
■

(4-12)

where h十denotes the her-mite tor;.1ugate Of帥t matrix h･ As a consequence
■

s-1h is not hennitian a･nd the conservatio=f probability (unitarity)

is not l､ePre5en加d bylaI2
≡ 1 but as

alsa
_- 1 at any time t･ (4-13)

As s becomes unit matrix at the infinitylt=00, a retrieves its unitarity

there.

The calculated results often agree with experimental data down to

energleS lower than expected. One reason of the agreement at low energies

.arises
from the fact that charge transfer cross sections are majnly

determined at re一atively I:arge impact-parameters, where the atoml'c nature of
e

the wave function is reserved.

Tn order to take into consideration the. ionizat,ion channel, which may

play an impor'tarlt role as the intermediate states, the pseudostates are

occasionally incorporated into the basis functions. The pseudostates also

p-ay a part of mo-ecular states in the united-atom lim7･t･ Winter and Linュ

made a triple-center expansion, in which the third center is located at the

center of charge. The increase of the b▲asis functions and the expansion

centers cer'tainly lmPrOVeS the description of the wave function but, as a

matter of fact, the requir'ed labor and computational time･ increases in

I

return.

4.2. The unitari7ed distorted wave approximat･ion
'
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Ryufuku and watanabe2 presented an approximate expansion procedurさ

based on the distorted-wave formalism. The matrix H=s-1h is divided into
= =二ニコ [二==｢

紬o parts:

H=HO+阜int, (4-14)

where HO is a matrix composed only of the diagonal part of H. The S matrix

defined as

a(t=cD) =主a(t=-co)

can be written as

旦=
exp(-iFHO

dt)主ilnt,
_.CO

′~

sint ; T
exp(_iF詩int(t)

dt),
_CO

y･nt =

exp(i [t HO dt) Hint exp(-i/tHOdt)
-CO _a)

-26-
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還

and'T is the chronolog了cal 'o'peJratO卜. The above expressions are~ stilllexact.

TheJ′ inttroduced the follo'wing approximations ke台plng the unitarity of the S

matrix:

(i) dr10P the operator T.

(ii) inc一ude only七he initia一 state for the atom A and ignore all the matrix

elements which aLre not related to the initia一 state directly.

(iii) expand s-1 and retain terms up to the first order with respect to the

overlap matrix e一ement si3･･ The･ transition amplitude for the electron

capture from the initial state tO, to a fina一 state tn,うs given by

<nl&IO>=
itno p-1/2 sin pl/2,

p
:

=nttnoI2

where

(4-19)

(4-20)

and tno is the transition amplitude of the distorted-wave Born

appro.v.imation;

00 t

tn. -

f00dt
(hno -

snohoo)exp[11£
(En - Co 'hnn

-

boo)dt'] ･

(4-21)

′

･lThough
it is rather･difficult to assess the reliabiljty of the

approx紬ations占mp,loy甜･紬湖el･UDWA quafyltitaうvely and ,its
l軸号tation of th占

･.-2'7
-



applicability- rigorQuSl-y, the･ cross-sections p-redicrted- by･the UDMA havE! been

●

pro旦Yed to be ln; gOLOd叩reem印tAWith experjm印tal- da･ta over a sup-prj'jngly
1

wide energy Peg-on･ As for the second approximation事Suzuki et al.3

臥amined the contribution of the coup一ings among the Tina_1 st,ates an_a

developed
I-a revised version n抑ed the exponent1'al distorted wave

approximation (EDWA). They found that the difference between the UDWA and

･

the E_DWA c･ro芦S-Sections is small down to a few key/emu and the coup一ings

among the final states a-re not important there. Generally speaking, the

t.hird approxiぬtion is valid when the dうst卓nt COllisions dominate the

scatterlng Processes. This is really the case for the e一ectron capture from

a hydrogen atom: by multicharged naked ions.

One of the features of the UDMA is that it can incorporate the

contribution of an exceeding一y large number of the states. As the nuclerar

charge of the proJ'ectile increases, the number of the final excited states

which contribute to the capture process increases rapidly. Another is the

consideration of the distortion effect of the atomic orbitals due to the

L'oulomb interaction. This distortion is an important factor that determines

the principal quantum pumber首of the states to which theLelectron is

transferred most effective一y. The prediction for the averaged, prjncIPal

quantum number甘= zO･774 agrees well with other calculations and

experimental findings.

4.3. perturbative approach

We can expect that the perturbation theory gener･ally works better as

the collis.ion e岬rgy始c叩eS･土higher. However,Fas forヰhe electron capture

processes, we have to pay special attention to.its appljcability. ･The
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ordl'nary first･-or'der- Bom approx-imation c･alled the Brinkmann-Kramers (BK)

approxim紳on卑, in h･hich oTnly the interactiun between the electron and the

projectile (or the target) is incorpora.ted, gives the considerab一y

overestimated crl〕SS Sections. One of the †､easons of this overestimation is

due to the lack of orthogctnality between the atomic orbitals of the initial

and the final states･ Bates5 modified the first-order treatment by taking

into account the non-orthogonality explicitly and the agreement with

experinlental data has been improved to great extent. On the other hand, it

was sho叫n that the. addition of the internuclear interaction t･o the BK

formula, which is called the Jackson and Schiff (JS) approximation6･7.r the

full Born approximation, reduces the cross sections and makes them closer to

experimental values in proton-hydrogen capture processes. However, this

agreement is proved to be fortuitous because the JS approximation glVeS
●

cross sections which are greater than the experimenta一 data by several

orders of magnitude in the case of highly asymmetric system such as the

capture to the K-shell of argon ion from hydrogen atom.

The BK and JS approxima.tions possess both the pure-quantal and

impact-parameter versions, which glVe identical results at high energy

●

reglOn.

Dewangan8 has app一ied the eikonal approximation to proton-hydrogen

system and has shown that the eikonal cross section can be represented as a

py･oduct of the Bk and a factoy: which is a slowly varylng function of the
●

collision velocH:y. The transition amp一itude in the prior form is

represented as

af -

-iJ_:dt<vf(rB)
I-zB,rBloi(rA) exp(-i△Et, ･

-29-
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where AE is the energy.･difference between-･ th'e''1'nitial 一and. th-e fLin'al. atb由ic･

一StateS
and中i(rA) is.the initia'l atomicIWaVe flunct†onltwith an applrolpriate､

ETF and the eikonal phase fact帥;

yf(rB,
:

･f(rB,

exp(-iL:zA/rA
dtf･,･ (4-23)

chan and Eichler9 applied this approximation to electron capture processes

froり-hydrogen atom･ by multicharged naked ion･

Ⅰt is widely recognized that the lead1'hg term in the high energy 一imit
互

is the double scatterlng Process Which is adequately described by the second
●

･Born approximationld'. Those perturbative treatments mentioned above do not

include it. On the cont･rary) the impulse approximationll and the continuum

distorted-wave (CDW) approximation12 include this contribution and the hi9Jh

energy behavior of their cross sections coincides with that predicted by

the second~ Born approximation.

Recently Dehangan and Eichler13 ･have pointed out that the disagreement

of Oak with experimental data in high impact velocity is due to the

long-range nature or the Coulomb potentia一. The operators in the transition

amplitude shou'Jd be taken to match the asympotic condLition of the incident

and scattered wave functions. In order･ that the asymptotic forms of

wave functions are we一l defined, the operators in the first ordeAr of Born

amplitute are desir'ed to b'e of sufficiently short range, such as･

七＼

00

af
= i/ <◎f eXP[ivT kn(R ･

vt)】[zT/rT
-

Zp/R[◎ieXP[ivp kn(R -

vt),dt
-00

l l+

L

(4-24)
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where R,
rT,7;`拙zp畠re七Il色internucleartdistan'ce,

the distaneさb占t由'n

the electト6･hLa打dEth6 t計始tl'nhcleds,targe･L nuclear charge事a舶proj16ctile

nuclear charge, respectively･ @i and @f include the translational factors

and vT= ZT(Zp- 1)/v･ andvp=Zp(ZT
-

1)/v･ Itturns outthatthe

first-order arhplitude which is consistent with the long-range nature of the

Coulomb interactionyields reasorJable agreement with data even without any

further correction.
､

4.4 Molecu一ar orbital expansion

When the collision velocity is smaller than the orbital velocity of the

active electron, we can use, as the basis functions, the adiabatic molecular

wave functions Xn:

vn =

xn(r･R) exp(-iEnt)
F･

Here En is the adiabatic energy of the state xn obtained by

Hel Xn(r･R) : En(R) xn(r･R)

(4-25)

(4-26)

where Hel is the e一ectronic Hamiltonian and F is the e一ectron translation

factor (ETF). Since the molecu'lar basis is employed for'the case of small

collision velocity, the ca一culation of
the cross section including ETF was

scdFce･1y'perfofmed.until about ten years ago･ The
n6gl占ct of ETF nlakes the

i1:

_3<l-

_1

-



coupled equation considerqbly simple･ As声reSu.1t, the expansion

coefficラent correspondi.pg to the i･･thぢhanp.el is written as follows:

t

ai(t)ニー亨(vRV…j
･ bv:))expトi亡00(Ej

-

Ei)dt-】aj(t) (4-27)

where vR IS the radia- velocity, 0 =

v払b/R2
is the angular ve-ocity of th･e

●

internuclear axis, v00lS the velocity at R=¢ and b is the -mpac't parameter･
●

The radial c･oupling matrix element VIFjis given by

viRi -

<Xi(r･R)I(a/aR)
tXj(r･R)'

and the rotational coupling matrix element V?.1コ

v呈j
- <Xi(r,R) liLylxj(r,R)',

is given by

(4-28)

(4-29)

where Ly is the electronic angular momentum operator around the y axis･

Here the z axis is assumed to be along the inter.nuclear line and the y axis

is perpendicular to the scattering Plane.
●

This molecular orbital close coupling method has a fundamental drawback

resulting from the absence of ETF. The wave functions do not have a pr'oper
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asympton'c- behavior･ Moreover事the coupling matrix elements depend on the

coordinate origin and some of them tend to be constant va一ues at 一arge

internu¢1ear di･stances･ Durlng the past ten･years, many attempts taking ETF

into the coupled&equation have been made. In 1978 Thorson and Delos14 have
r

solved this proble･m at least formally. They wr･ote ETF as follows:

F(r..R)
-

exP[ivrf(r,R)i (4-30)

where f(r,R) is a switching function and has the following properties:

lim f(r,R)
R*

'1 if(rB/R)'O

ll if(rA/R)'0･

(4-31)

However, apart from equation (4-31), there is no criteria for their

constr'uction at present. An optimal choice of the switching function can be

performed by uslng the variational method15･ The Euler-Lagrange equations

for switching function have to be solved simultaneously with the coupled

equations for the expansion coefficient. Besides this method, the

plarle-Wave type ETF16 and many kinds of parametric forms of ETF17,18

obtained from the physical intuition have been employed in practical

applications.

The switching function depends on states in general･ ln this case, the
′

matrix旦in equation (4-ll) is not hermitian.and the over一ap matrix主is not
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uniモーmatrl'x. As a r,es[Jlt, the coupled equation becomes cornplex and i.n Order

to solve the equati･on much~1abor and computa七l'onal time are y'equir'ed. fFor

sma一l velocity colli.sion, often the switching function is expanded with

respect to the velocity and 10nly
the term up to the first order is retained.

If furthermore the switching function can be assumed to be common to all

states, the coupled equations take a form similar to equation (4-27) with

modified coup-ing matrix

e-ements･嶋andM冒,･,
as g.ven by

wチ.≡1J

w?.=1J

Ⅴチ･･喜<xi(r･R)!f(r･R)zfx〕(r･R),(Ej
-

Ei),
1コ

v9･ ･喜R<Xi(r･R)ff(r･R)xfxj(r･R),〔Ej
- Ei)

1J

(4-32)

where
x and

a are the perpendicular and parallel compo71entS Of r with

respect
to the molecular axis, respectively･

For relative velocities below v% 0･1, the cross section may not be

influenced by ETF so much in some cases, but for v>0.3 their influence

becomes slgnificant. With increaslng the basis size, the results become
●

less sensitive to the choice of ETF.
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5. Experirnental techniques

In order to experimentally determine the (n,A) distribution in electron

capture processesl the follow-ng three spectroscp-c methods are common一y
●

●

used: 1) translational energy･ (or energy-gain/loss) spectroscopyl, 2)

photon spectroscopy2 and 3) electron spectroscopy3･

In the t･ranslational energy spectroscopy technique} the energy-gain or
-loss

■

of project,ile ions which have( c･aptured electron is measured by electrostatic
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or magnetic ener'gy analyzer.･ The advantLageS Of this method are high

detection efficiencies and straightforward interpretat=ion of experimental

data. Ⅰn fact, the measurements can be made with the projectile intensities

as low as 100 eps. On the other hand, the inherent 一ow energy resolution

(at best 0.2-0.5 eV) does not allow us to discriminate the contribution from

(n,A) states with the same n, except for some limited cases. Thus, usually

this method can provide information only on the n-distributions.

In the photon spectroscopy technique, the characteristic photons

emitted from the projectile
ions which have captured an electron into an

excited state and decayed into lower state are measured. Since

the energy resolution of photon spectroscopy is much better than that of

translational energy spectroscopy, the differentiation among'differ.ent (n,A,)

states is relatively easy. However, the detection efficiencies of photons

are very low and, therefore, intense ion beam sour'ces are required. Even

(

through the energy resol'jt･ion is goodi the interprelation of the observed

results is not sinlPle. Accurate wave-lengths of transitions and their

probabilities ( branching ratios) of e一ectron-captured了ons have to be

known･ A wide range of photon energleS have to be measured and usually no
●

slngle spectrometer can cover the whole r･ange of photon energleS COnCerned.
●

The calibration of the absolute efficiencies of spectrometers is sometimes

quite difficult} in particular in ultra-violet or very-u一tra-violet regl･On.

Furthermore, data of transition probabilities of highly ionized ion are

incomplete4 and have to be extrapolated from the known data. The cascade

contribution and polarization effect to the obser･ved photon data should be

corrected properly･ Thus the overal一 uncertainties of the data on photon

emissions (emission cross section) are large (20 - 50% at best and usualLly

more than that)･ Further, the absolute cross sections of electron capture
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into (n, 2) states should contain more uncertainities due to unceJ=rtainties

of traTISition prob8b1'1Eities.

In e一ectron spectroscopy technique, electrons emit.ted from
projecti19

ions are energy-analyzed. As one-electron capture processes do汀Iinantly

result in photon emission in most cases, the croISS Sections for only limited

cases, for example twc-electr.on capture processes into the autoionizlng

states, are measured with this method.
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6. Compa-ri:Son beltWeen帥eory
land

experirnenも,

Bec息uSe Of technica一 difficulties,･only a f印eXPe･r.jments on (∩,A)

distributiェpn of electron capture in multip一y charged ionsICOlli.ded with neutral
l

atoms have been reported. In七his section, two examples are shown which have

been studied fair一y sJ/Stematically in both theory and experiment:

c3+ (1s22s)2s. H(1s). c2'(1s2 2AnL･ ) =l+ (6-1)

and

c6'.H(1s)+C5'(n, A).H'. (6-2)

6.1 C3+ (1s22's)2s +H(1sトC2+ (1s2 2AnLt ) +H+ process

As this process is important in interstellar cloud, some theoretical

investigations) in particular those at very I(ow energleS> have been made･1-4

Blint et al･1 calculated the cross sections for electron capture into

(1s22s3s)3s and
ls

at around 1 eV. Their calculation of the ener･gy diag,am

(J

shows that the avoided crosslng Of the electron captureうnto
3s

state occurs at
●

the internuclear distance Rc = 11･5 a･u･, whereas that for
ls

state at Rc =

15 a･u. Thus the cross sections for
ls

state are small and only 1-2 % of･

those for
3s

state･ By further extending their calculation to fully quantal

calculation, Matson et al.2 gave the cross sections for (3s)3s state eve, the

energy range of 0.1 - ZOO eV which were also comparled with those by

Landau-Zener ca-culations･ Followlng their quantal investigation3} Heil et
●

al･4 made the detailed studies on the potential energy surfaces where they

showed two avoided crosslngS in both
l=

and
3=

states at Rc I 5･2 and 2･5 a･u･
●

and ll.0 and 5.2.a.u., res'pectively, and then ca一culated the cross Sections for

electron capture into various states. Their calculation was extended by

Bienst∝ket a-･5 over the energy range of 0.1 - 60 keV. Al一 these calculations

indicate the dominance of the electron capture into (1s22s3s)3s state in this

PrOCeSS･
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Grl the other hand, this process has been studied experi-nenta=y uslng
●

(h'fferen† techniques, namely ion-energy spectroscopy (IES) and photon

spectrqscopy (ps)･仙Cu=ough et al.6 succeeded in determinlng the cross

secいons for some stat･es by IES･ tfoweverl because of the 一imited energy
■

resolution of their system (～3eV), some states can not be separated but mixed

as follows.･

their (3s)3s

(3p)3pO

(2p2)1s

(之p2)1D

(3s)1s included

(3P)1pO + (3d)3D. (3d)1D

well separated

(2P2)3p.

Recently Ciric et al･7 used the photon spectroscopy with much better energy

resolutjon and succeeded in separatjng the cross sectjons for most of the

important states. They noted that some states, which are neglected in

theoretjcal calculations, could contribute to total cross sections. Thus, the

detailed comparison between theory and experiment should be worth to be made.

According to the classjcal over-barrier model (see section 2.1), though

the energy dependence can not be represented properly, the electron should be

captured most一y into n=2 state (see eq.(2-12)). However, this prediction is

accurately valid only for naked ions･ In the present partially ionized'c3+

ior's, all the theories predict that the dominant capture occurs into

(1s22s3s)3s state at ,elatively low energies and the following processes can

occur with relatively high probabilities:
一ト

c3+(1s22s)2s. H(1s). C2'(1s`2s3s)3s +㌔

(2s22s3s)1s

(1s22s3p)3pO

(1s22s3p)1pO
′I

(1sL2s3d)3c

- 39■-

(6-3)

(6-4)

(6-5)

(6-6)

(6-7)



(
.

･(1s22s3d)1D

(1s22s4d)3D･

-(1s22p2)1s

(王s22p2)1D

(1s22p2)3p.

(6-8)

(6-9)

(6-10)

(6-111

(6-12)

Fig.1 shows total electron capture cross sections as well as partial cross

sections into (1s22s3s)3s and
ls

states. Genera一ly speaking, expe,imental data

of total cross.sections are reproduced quite well by the calculation of

Bienstock et al.5.vcr the whole energy ,ange (10-1 - 102 key) investigate(18,

with the minimum value of 5 x 10-16cm2 at around 2 - 3 keV. On the other hand,

data for (3s)3s state by McCul1.ugh et al.6 are rough一y in agreement with the

calculation of Bienstock et al. but those of Ciric et al.7 tend to level off
l

and are apparently in disagreement with the calculation at high energleS. At
●

the moment no clear reasons can be identified for this discrepancy. However,

it should be noted that total cross sections of Ciric et al. obtained by

summlng uP al一 their partia一 cross sections are also in disagreement with the
●

calculation and those of McCullough et al. Small cross sections for (3s)1s

state observed by Civic et al. agree qualitatively with the estimation by Blint

et al.

In Fig.2 are･ shown data for C2+(1s22s3p)3pO, (1s22s3p)1pO, (1s22s3d)3D and

(1s22s3d)1D by Ciric et al. As mentioned ,already,
data by McCullough et al.

represent the sum of a一l these four states. Both experiments are general一y in

agreement with each other. It should be noted that data by PS in(h'cate the

main contribution comes from (3d)3D state at the energy highe, than 10 keV,

which is in contrast to the prediction of the dominance of (3p)3pO state by

Bienstock et al.
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Figure 3 shows those for (4d)3D state where no theoretical estimation is

available･ The experimental dataI Which represent on'】y 1 - 2% of tota一 cross

sectjonsl indicate to increase with ir･tlreaS-ng the col一isions energy.

′l

Figure 4 shows those for (1sL2p2)1s state which invo一ve two elect,on

transition事Ore e一ectron L･XCited and thc･･ other captured･ Experimenta一 data by

McCullough et al･ obtained by IES are roughly in agreement with the prediction

of. Bienstock et al. and己Iso agree with those of Ciric et al.. at the lowest

energies over･lapped, the latter tending to decrease too rapidly a

in disagreen-ent with calculatiorL With increaslng the energy.
●

parently

A comparison is shown in Fig.5.f (1s22p2)1D and
3p

states. Bi/enstock et

al･ did not calculate those for
3p

state} apparently assumlng the doTninance of

lD
state･ Indeed, experiment of Ciric et (1l. shows dominant

lD
state. The sum

of
lD

and
3p

states are in agreement in both experiments･

At the energy lower than lO eV, only theoretical calculations are

つ

available. There all theories assume the dominance of (2s3s)Js state. The

■

cross sections are predicted to increase with decreasing the energy. This

tr･end can be understood frわm the potential energy curves of this system,

suggesting the avoided crossings at relatively large internuclear distances

which are effective even at zero energy. It should be noted that their

detailed calculation of Heil et al. gives the cross sections by a factor of two

too large, compared with those by b.'atson et al. and Blint et al., though they

tend tu converge at lower energleS around 10 eV. Furthermore, it should be

noticed that the slmPle Landau-Zener calculation is in perfect agreement t^)ith

the quar-tal calculation of Matson et al･ down to O･2 - 0･3 eV･ Their quantal

calculation suggests SOme reSOnanCeS at O･045 and O･065 eV which remain to be

モ==ニ叫叫
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9

The radiative electron captL)re Process

c3'. H+C2'+ hu (6-13)

has the rate coe,fficients which are of the order of･ 10-14cn-3/s, much smaller

than･those for non-radiative electron capture discussed above over the

temperature of 10 - 105K9･

6.2 C6'.H(1s)+C5'(n, A).H+process

As this system has only one electron and thereareno ambiguity and

complexity arislng from electron correlation, it is a good mode一 system to test
▲

the computatio吋methods. Furthermore e一ectron capture by slow (v '1･O au),

fully stripped ion from atomic hydrogen is very lmPOrtant reaction in

astrophysics and fusion plasmas. Thus this system has been the subject of

intensive theoretical studies. On the other hand, though there are some

experiments for total cross sections, only a single experiment of Dijkkamp et

al.10 has been reported for the fina一 state Peso-ved cross sections.

This is because the production of the target hydrogen atoms is not so

easy and the A-distribution of product ions can not be deteym'ned by the

efficient energy gain spectr.oscopy and thus measured by less efficient optical

method･
?

Me first compare typical calculations with experiments for tota一 cross
●

sections. Fig.7 shows the results of three elaborate lmPaCt Parameter methods

(the 33-state MO expansion of Green et al.ll, the 35-state AO expansion of

Fritsch and Lin12 and the AO-MO (25-state-26-state) matching method of Kimura

and Lin13) together with the results from Landau-Zener model (Salop and -OIson14

and Janev et al.15), CTMC of OIson and Salop16 and UDWA of Ryufuku17. The

Landau-Zener model by Janev et al. includes the l･Otational transitions (: MLZR).

Three experimental results by Phaneuf et al･18> panov et al･19 and Meyer et

al･20 are also shown･ There are small discrepancies among experiments･ In

particular, the irregu一arity of the energy dependency of the results bJI Panov et

al. is conspICuOuS.
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Ryuluku17 and Ryufuku and hFatanabe21 have calculated the total electron

capture cross sections for this system uslng UDMA method. Their results are in

good agreement with experiment in high energy region (E,2 key/amu). The resu一ts

of =LZ by Sa-op and OIson14 have the energy dependence similar to experiment

but their absolute values are smaller than experiment by a factor of two or

three･すhe results of =LZR by Janev et a-･15 are in good agreement with

experiment at the energies above 0.3 keV/amu. There are no experiment and

reliable close coupling calculation for the energleS OVerlapplng the results by
+

1 +

olson and salop using CTMC method16, which agree with the results of UDWA. The

resul･ts of the close coup-ing ca-cu-ation uslng MOll事AO12 and AOI=O13 are in
●

good agreement with each other and a一so with experimental resu一ts.

There is some accidental agreement a'T10ng theoretical calculations

for total electron capture cross sections. In order to test computational

methods more critically, the final state resolved cross sections should be

compared. Fig.8 shows the n-distribution of the cross sections calculated from

the AO, MO and AO-MO matching methods. In this figure, the results of more

feasible MO method by Bendahman et al.22 which involves only 5 molecular states

with ETF are also shown. The results for n
I 4 agree with each other among the

four calculations. Comparlng the results of the AO, MO and AO-MO matching
●

methods for n
= 5, Kimura and Lin13 insisted that the AO-MO results agree better

with the AO resu一ts while the MO predicts much higher va一ues. However, as

shown in Fig. 8, the results of the MO method with 5 states agree pretty well

with the results of the AO and AO-MO matching methods.

Fig.9 shot･.･s the calcu一ated relative population of specific A
-Substates

within the n
= 4 and 5 manifolds at incident energies E = 1.0 and 0.64 key/amu.

salin23 used the lmPaCt Parameter method which did not consider ETF and used ll

molecular states with the coordinate origin fixd on the pro3'ectile. In his

calculation, after solving the00upled equations, the coL'rling by Stark effect
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between the states in the selected n-manifo一d has been considered. Fig.9(a)

indicates that the results of AO are in good agreement with the results of

AO-MO･ Furthermore, it supris.es us that the results by Salin are also in good

agreement with the above two resu一ts. Fig.9(b) shows th.e discrepancy･between

the results of AO and MO at higher A Values.

Dijkkamp et al.10 have observed VUV emissions for n=3 "=4, n=2 "=4 and

n=2
+

n=3 transitions at 52.0, 13.5, and 18.2 nm, respectively. In order to

compare the theory with these data, we constructed the emission cross sections

from the calculated partial cross sections, taking into account +Ale appropriate

hydrogenic branching ratios24 and a一l the cascade contributions from higher

levels. Fig.10(a) compares the experiment by Dijkkamp et al. with the close

coupling results of MOll and AO12･ Three data are in good agreement with each

other. Fig.10(b) compare's the experiment by Dijkkamp et al. with the results of

AO-MO matching method and of Salin. As a matter of convenience, the results of

AO are also inc一uded in thjs figure. In contrast to very good agreement.between

AO and AO-MO matching methods in Figs. 7, 8 and 9, the resu一ts of AO-MO do not

agree so well with the results of AO and of experiment in this figure.

Furtherrpore, thou帥the results by Salin are in agreement with those of AO arLd

AO-MO as shown in Fig.9(a), those for emission cross sections do not agree so

we一l with the latもersin Fig.10(b). The other computational methods appeared in

Fig. 7 are not suitable for estimating the (n, A) di-stributions, so we did not

cite these results in Fig. 8, 9 and 10 intentionally.
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Fig.7･ Total e-ectron capture cross sections in C6+ + H collisions･ The

calculated results, MO, AO, AO一円O, MLZ, MLZR, CTMC, and UDMA, represent the

results of close coupling method with 33-molecular statesll'close coupling

method with 35-atomic states12, atomic state-molecular state matching

method13, multichannel Landau-Zener method14, multichannel Landau-Zener

method with rotational transition15} classical traJ･ectory Monte Carlo

method16 and unitarized distored-wave method17} respectively. Experimenta一

results represent the data of Phaneuf et al･18! panov et al.19 and Meyer et

al.20} respectively'
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Fig.8. Partial cross sections for transfer into n = 4 an,A 5 states of C5+ ions.

Results of MO, AO, AO-MO and small basis MO are shown in dotted, dashed,

solid and dashed-dotted lines.
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Fig.9(a) Re一ative popu一ation of specific A-Sublevels in the e一ectron capture

collisions C6'.H+C5'(n, A).H+within the n = 4 and 5manifolds at

the incident energy E = 1.0 keV/amu. The so一id, dashed and dotted 一ines

repre.sent the resu-ts of AO12} AO一円O13 and ll mo-ecular states with

intershe11 m-xlng by Salin23事reSPeCtive-y･
● ●
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Fig.9(b) Re一ative population of specific A-Substates in the e一ectron capture

collisions C6+. H+C5+(n, A). H+within the n
= 4 and 5manifolds atthe

incident energy E = 0.64 key/amu. The solid and dashed lines represent the

results of AO12 and Moll, respectively.
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Fig･10(a) Line-emission cross sections uem(n-n･) of the C5+(n, A) ion as a

function of the impact energy. Error bars indicate total uncertainties.

Experimental resu一ts are by Dijkkamp et al.10. so一id and dashed lines

r'epresent the results by MO and AO, respectively.
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Fig･10(b) Line-emission cross sections uem(n-n･) of the C5+(n, A) ion as a

function of the lmPaCt energy. Error bars indicate total uncertainties.

Experimental results are by Dijkkamp et al.10 solid, dashed and dotted lines

represent the results by AO12} AO-MO13 and Salin23} respectively･
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7. Concluがng remarks

ln the present work we have outlined some aspects of vari:ous theories for

the electron capture of multiply charged ions in collisions with neutral atoms

and discussed theirL limitation of validity. Some are relatively easily handled

and expressed in analytica一 forms but they can not produce proper一y the

behaviours such as the energy dependence of the cross sections, in particular

the partial cross sections for (n, A) distribution, even though total cross

s･ections are compared favorably with expen'mental data. Even sophisticated,

●
●

time-consumlng Calculations for slmPle collision systems involving atomic

hydrogens are not always in good agreement with other calculations and limited

experimenta一 data though their predictions for dominant (n, A) distributions

generally agree with each other. Thus we are a bit uncertain if such

sophisticated calculations as multichannel close coupling method provide

reliable cross sections for somewhat complicated collision systems involving

partially ionized ions and multi-electron targets. One of the reasons of these

complications is due to the fact that reliable experimental data for (n, ))

distributions are only a few, though most of the measurements for total cross

sections of the electron capture have been found to be in agreement with such

calculations･ Those glVen in section 6 are a few examples which have been

investigated relatively well from both theory and experiment uslng different
I

●

techniques. It is very clear f.ron the present work that reliable and systematic

measurements of the cross sections should be made in order to investigate and

compare with theories. It should be emphasized, as mentioned already, that the

reliable data for (n, I) distributions are urgently required in many

applications such as in use for diagnostics of high temperature plasmas as well

as in rigorous test of the theories.
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